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Abstract

This paper reports the first phase of a larger longitudinal

follow-up study of graduates of Youth Aliyah a group care program

for Israeli adolescent immigrants. It describes the cultural back-

grounds of the target groups, including the socially disadvantaged and

behaviorally disorderel among them who are referred to herein as "high

risk" and subject tc, 4pen!al interveution proviiiiona in Youth Aliyah.

The effects of these special provisions and of the more typical Youth

Aliyah tfferings were evaluated en the basis of tests of general intelli-

gence, language developmeat, ani social adjustment administered by the

Israeli Army to all inductees, Results show that the Youth Aliyah

groups compared favorably with national norms, thus a:Aesting to the

compensatory value of special total care provisions ?or the "high risk"

children.
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At its ..Lnception In the early 19:01s, Youth A3iyah* uas conceived

as an organized campaltn to attract Jewish adolescents away from the

terrorizing, anti-semitic envirenment of Central Europe and inspire them

to move alone or with their families to Palestine where they could start

a new life free of fear and harassmcnt. It offered refuge to thousands

of young people who saw no hope of self-fulfillment in the Old World.

At the same time it sparked their idealistic inclination to help build

their ancient homeland as a permanent haven for themselves and for future

generations of Jews.

During the pro-war. period, ) 934.-39, YOuth.A2Iyah W mainly involved in

rescuing those children Telo were directly threatened, by the

nytimes in Cemany an;? Austria. Dnring tne war and immediately afterwards

the rescue operation spre,,,d wiC.e13, into Western and Eastern Europe in an

effort to reach orphanea children who had surTived tLe holocaust. As

many as 72% of the children arriving in Palestine and Israel on those

years originated from various parts of Europe, The third kind of rescue

began around 1948 when a large proportion of cnildren gathered into the

Youth Aliyah framework came from Islamic countries (63% in the 1950's

and 44% in the 1960's). These children and adolescents were saved not

only from political oppression but also from a condition of severe economic

impoverishment and status deprivation. As o: this writing, appromimately

135,000 children have bc. n part of the 39-year history of Youth Aliyala.

Table 1 shows the changing nature cf the south Allyah subjects for the

period 1934-1967. .

* The Hebrew term Aliyah 1 teraliy means 'vines up. In this paper it

refers to emigration to Israel.

AO.
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Table 1

Thy,- and Peite-4' in youth 1 ~uh b Period and Origin

41..~ .0*~~... 1010~11.00.4.01 wellawasoorm101.1.... mirror, mown.

Period Total Nantern
Europe

110411

goi.romor

Eastern
Europe

Islamic
Courkries

Israeli
Born

1934-39 40956

11111111110110

4011.34 (90%) 522 (10%) O*011.

10,269 2,768 (2%) 4,627 (45%) 1,751 (17%) 1,123 (ii%)

1945-49 24,192 1,806 ( 7%) 17,0% (71%) 4,075 (17%) 1,225 ( 5%)

1950.59 kE:iLA ( 31) 3.0:/%42 ,21%) :500624 (6310 6,368 (13%)

1960-67 26,2.01 4969 ( 8%) (26th) 11,485 (44%) 5,908 (22%)

Totals 114,144 12,539 (II%) 39,016 (35%) 47,965 (42%) 14,624 (12%)

4111111VONIIMNIMMM 111.MINO VPIMINFOIL116....106 011410 4111110. 1110.10. ,
Tha itite:iratlor ref groupa ana individuals origirating from oriental

underdeviacra' secietif: to the ncoidlntal culture has brought

the State face-to-face will a cc-mpoundtld integration probleri. Tha first is

linked to chang(- which :.he immIrTsnts noromlly have to undergo in order

to adapt themselves to life in a nodern technological society. This diffi-

culty is a direct fumlion of the degree ,e general cultural difference

between established ana immigrant Er lux 2.s reflected in their life styles,

traditions, value systems, and languages, In comparison to new arrivals

from Western societies, those com:ng from Islvnic countries are disadvantaged

because of the great astame between their culture of origin and that which

they find in Israel. Dub beyond the problem of cultural discontinuity

that affects all immigrants from Eastern countries, there are added handi-

caps facing the socially disadvantaged among them. They are not on4 differ-

ent from the native born host population; they also suffer deprivation

within the immigrant groip.

5
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eniturai de.pr.ivation zs caecelvekl here ac those adaptational defic-

iencies which are produced by an estrangement from one's own cultural

values. Th.s estrangement result^ from a host of historical socio-

economic conditions and changes in ethnic structures which obstruct the

transmission of cultural values between generations. Social disintegra.

tion has destroyed the capability of communal institutions to function as

efftztive transmission agents, and the problen has been aggravated by the

failure of the nuclear famiy to medtate the temporal dimensions of the

*world to their chadren. The resuli ant syndrome of cultural deprivation

Is characterized by slew cognitive development and a deficiency in adap-

tive capacities whemer confronted. wit:. the need to change. When cul-

tural deprivation cc d.11:tes wIta cultural difference the cbancesfor suc-

cessful acculturation become severely impaired. Acuoraingly, the work done

by Youth Aliyah with oriental children could be defined as a rescue opera-

tion in that it has redemied children and youth from politically hostile

environment and from a state of cultlzval deprivation brousht aont by a

rapid process of socio-cultural disintegratiov.

As long as the function of Youth Aliyah was one of rescue, questions

about the efficiency cf tba various programs were, although of interest,

not of major concern to its administretors. Priority was almost exclusively

directed toward the practical tank of saving children by bringing them to

Israel, and the only available framework for doing this at the time was

Youth Aliyah. Today, however, the situation is quite different. Youth

Aliyah is no longer the sole absorbing and care.taking agency available to

the immigrant child; a number of alternatives are open to him. He can live

at home with his immigrant parents while participating in a day care program;

6
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5 IS

he can be placed with a tester fa..,:lly; or he can be referred to several

other types of total aad part -tic care outside the nuclear family. Changes

in Israeli society have opened a variety of compensatory programs for

children from deprived and marginal groups, including both immigrant and

nati're born in Israel.

In view of the cumulative experience with children exposed to the

Youth Aliyah program, it is now possible to assess the long range effects

of the program on the subsequent acculturation of socio-culturally differ-

ent and deprived children who had graduated from it. The future role

assigned to Yorth AlirJh may strongly depend on the answers derived from

such follaw.up studies.

Broadly speaking9 r.here are thl.ee categories of Youth Aliyah wards.

The first is still the adolescent arriving in IsraaI without his family

who is accepted into the Youth Anyah ftmework while still abroad. The

second category is composad of ;,<o v:;,:! immigrating to Israel with their

parents. Referral to Youth Aliyah :Li! the result of a decision taken by

the parents and/or the flhildren, usually determined by socio-cultural,

economic, and familial factors. The third group consists primarily of

Israeli born children:, although usually of immigrant parents, who exhibit

a variety of maladaptive characteristics that necessitate their placement

outside the nuclear family. The change in the type of population referred

to, and accepted. by, Youth Aliyah represents a shift from, prior rescue roles

towards more educational and acculturative goals whieL are pursued through

its special program of group care. either in kibbutzim or youth villages.
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The Present Sturly:lansetrn Effects of Graz Care

In the early 1950's the issue of group care had already' become the

target of heavy criticism based on strong reservations about separating

the individual from his family. This c-. 'clam was inspired by the

dynamic psychology of Freud, from which some of its influential misin»

terpreters derived the generalization that the family is the sole reason-

able locus for socializing the child, with parents playing the major rcle

in this process. The hypothesis was extended indiscriminately to all

stages of development including early and late adolescence. Such en

orientation reflected itself in a great reluctance on the part of educators

and counsellors to detach the child from his family.

In cases where separation of the child was unavoidable, preference

was given to placement in a foster family. Where this, too, was impossible,

a kind of artificial family structure was instituted such as in the so-

called family cottages were children of different ages create a kind of

sibling rather than peer gr "up. ConUdering the child's need for succor.

ant care, as evidenced by the work of Bowiby and Spitz, it was simply

maintained that the "worst family is better than the non-family" framework.

Therefore, great effort wes made by welfare agencies all over the world,

especially in the United States, to help maintain the child in a family

setting rather than provide him with institutional asylum. Although this

strategy seems appropriate in certain cases especially where the disintegra-

tion of the family is due to situational factors such as the death of a

parent, illness, or family disintegration through divorce, it may be largely

inappropriate where the family itself is the locus of socio-cultural and/or

emotional deprivation. Parents in such a family cannot easily function
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as socializing agents, mediaIng the envirorsent fair the child, and

orienting bin to the wOrld of education and occapation even if adequate

financial support were available. The home ls basically overstimulating

in its day- to..kiy family crisfts b4t e? to understimulating in that it fails

to nurture the child's adaptive nelchanisms in a complex society.

Foster family programs were for a very long time considered to be the

next best way to re:1.r a chill in need cf placement outside his own family.

It is only in tha last accede that the foster family program has begun to

be questioned 'ay such researchers rA3 lAserberg (1955) Alpert (1965), and

Wolins (1965). Their objections to) foster family prograns are varied and

numerous, focusing primarily on the underlying assumption that perceives

the nuclear family as the sole socialiLins agent. One has to question the

generalizability of this tssumptioa over all the variovs developmental

phases the child undergocis, espeas..0y those phases ::here the specific

needs of developing you* are often different and sometimes antagonistic

to the requirements of the family-tr4 setting. Such a Phase is adoles-

cence, when the need to detach oneself from tne nuclear family is probably

one of the greatest sources of tension: stress, and conflict within the

family. Peer orientation is probat37 the most common phenomenon at this

stage of browbh for the ncrne

Since Youth Aliyah provides for the co.:-lescent a peer-centered en-

vironment away from his fami4, bat under tag: care and education of surro-

gate parents, it is important to aasess tItc long -term effects of such a

program on its participants. Does Youth Aliyah facilitate the accultura-

tion of culturally different, socially deprived adolescents who spend at

least two years in the program? Row do LIB graduates fare in their

9
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occupatiori, OFn!.-1,101crit. status ftecial integlaica and gen-

eral morc.le within a reL.tern-otiented s4clety miieh makes more success

damends on the individwl Lhan do,:3.the society in= %each they came?

One or the earliest Ipajor e1 illen6cs ccnfroritinu the ward:: soon after

graddation from south tiliph.h is &mg' life with it? heavy uoclal, physical,

and intellectual demand, The 21.es2n;; study fotrasas on this period of

tl.cir early aalathma evuwinir4 plrformanee records es military

d4afLeos rind the c.x:Itrnwtion of the Yrmi41 Aliyah experience to these army

ratinss. SUL! $tulies vil wita their po3t.army history.

ltEELE2ML.Lions.!0:"Sr Y"th .11.:112721.Progrms..

The initial pool no= which tle ek,orimencal sample was drawn in-

cluded Youth Aliyah g-0,/,Lateu%;J, r::513enj..:6. to a questionnaire on their

zpocial, economic. occupa4lionra, anti higO)ry at .east ten years

after terminating the:l.r prticiy:O.on the proopmm. There graduates

ranged widely in aountriso of m:1;;In, ales at the tit,: of immigration,

eaten of immigration, socio-econoAi:1 3tIttis, ant eftcationcl development.

In Youth Alidah, then )11e. been educated in kiblmtz'and youth village

programs, some of which oere religioaay oriented, while most were not,

and the content of thlir teacati;nal cx:rdenses varied frt.= academic in..

struction to agricultural ea vocatio...c.i. training.

Respondents to the aforemencionel follow-up questionnaire could not

be randomly selected since l records tsar* kept of their present whereabouts.

The only way to reach them %US throucea dix-cct invitataons to known Youth

Aliyah graduates, Informal refer-11 in= friends of the research team,

word of mouth througlA the respondenta therseives, and open appeals trans-

mitted via the mass media. Such procedures helped locate some 2,528

10
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g-f,dnatds 2,151 cf 0414,tiztuatiy rcewndel ptoblem 0: sample bias

had to be taken inw account in order tp use Lh,.. respondents as a popu-

latis: en which to condurt a study tr Youth Aliyah graduates' performance

on Israeli Army tests, This was dew *i.,y comparing the lespondents' army

teat scores w5.th those of a rend m group of 853 Youth Aliyab graduates

drIwn from Iwaeli Army files. Na bialificant differences emerged, which

ar_soi; that thoi selected and randow could be collapsed for the

px..tseut investigW.on. Ynreover. Geraranzationa could then be made from

analyses of tL follow.ap questionnaire which will be reported in another

paper.

Once the ,Nerall ta:7ktt pc:on-La:1:n had been identified it became

apparent Cats u th:tre vere ree. l i yc, iypes of roath A2iyah gradvates: (1)

Mose who rerzesented the alajwity oo the groto by of their having

completed 'kale normal proqz:m, ant (2) those who aad been placed in special

intervention prograiLs to hello thlx overcome varioua ;dycho-social and

cultural handichps. Waters of t.L3 14ttez sample could be coilsldered rela-

tivAy high risk in 1Ze:x vlathood or becominq adapted to Israeli. life.

One meatav of the success, cf their adaptation in late adoleccence and early

cd-aithood was 1:*.::orrznc4 co 'i.et Angy tests which, in effect, also

assessed the special Youth Aliyah psevans deegned to facilitate the per-

sonal. redevelopment of these ohildren. Derefere, in planning the present

follow-up study., it was decided not only to fu'lls or graduates of the normal

program but alsr. on hiaher rick stfe-grom. Ldezlified separately blx the

compensatory programa 3n which Lhe.7 tad pazt!cipated.

yhe_Normal atalLAillytLGrougl

Although the immigrant populaticn included sam,behavioralW deviant

11
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and socio-cultura317 d i -:. r.r tagrt chi Laren requiring special treatment,

the great majority were brought up within the normal framework of Youth

Aliyah, namely, the group care program. In this program great emphasis

in laid on three majrr azeas of adaptation: School, work, and group living.

success in these activitiec is considered to be a prerequisite for in-

tegration into the normal peer group. Where individuals need help in their

adaptive efforts, they are referred to specialized psychological and social

rerv&ces of Y.,uth Altyrk.

ypically, the daily schedule iacludes a half day of school activities

and another period of occupational crieatation varying from two to four

hours, according to the child's age which also determines the length of his

stay in the program, apywhere between two to seven years. The average

period spent in 'Youth Aliyah is sLnewhat more than three years with the

age of acceptance ranging from eleven to about eighteen. Graduation from

Youth Aliyah is usually followed soon afterwards by induction into the army.

511.4LIMISNILJIMEE

The treatment group consists of severely disturbed, socially disad-

vantaged children organized for periods of therapeutic intervention within

the normal educational framework. They are thus able to maintain strong

ties with normal peers while receivilig the special help they need. Previous

to this program, many such chi:Wren bad -egl:la referred to mental. hospitals

or to residential settings for disturbed. children.

The major goal of the treatmen:1 group program is to keep its children

in a planned and controlled relationship with normal peers in a way that

enables deviants to use the normals ac potent models for reshaping their

behavior along adaptive lines. A four-step procedure is used in pursuing

12
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this programmatic goAlt

1. Unconditional acceptance of thd child by the therapeutic environ-

ment.

2. Non-threatening indiv1dur7 and group activity designed to reduce

anzieby.

3. Inducing regression through realignment of the scholastic and

non-setolaPl'ic prowams, thrs making their sophistication levels

more compale with eacki other. (Femrstein and Krasilowsky,

1967)

4. Developing a sense of belongingness to a zormtl peer society

through pIann.td 4.nteract:ton avd collaborattve projects.

Residential Center

Residential center occommodate social :1y disadvantaged immigrant

children who enter Aliyah at age 12-15 arxi are placed in intensive

educational and counselirg programs to facilitate their psycho-social

adaptation. Many of these adolescents range from illiteracy to third

crade lovel scholastic achievement upon admission to the program. In addl

tion, they frequentUrsanifest anti.sccial behavior which had earlier led

to their dropping out of rchool or e. t; times even into difficulty with the

law. A high percentage of ;hese children Are considered dependent in the

sense that they cannot remain at home by Nirtue of extremely adverse famil-

ial situations. They ere therefore bleuipt 1:o the residential centers for

an intensive period or training that lasts beiveea one and two years. After

completing this prtlgram they are expected to continue their training within

such Youth Aliyah settings as kibbiYtztm, yo-Ith villages, or vocational

training schools before induction lukc the army.

13
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Day centers attempt to orient the culturally :Afferent immigrant

to the new society while retaining his relationship with hid family and

providing him with continuing education in his vim neighborhood. The

major idea behind the program is to keep the child within the community

and in close relationship to it. Mary day center children are kept out

of the regular educational framework because of their inability to measure

up to the academic demands of their schools. At 1:he day canter there is

a partial shift of cur hasis away fram scholastic skills in the direction

of vocational training which lasts for one or two years, depending on the

child's age. Thereafter, he is either referred to work in the community

or given an opportunity contlow ixalning in a residential Youth Aliyah

center for vocational training.

The day center population ftnctIons at a. bigher academic level than

the treatment and residential groups. most of the children having com-

pacted seven or eight years of schooling at the time of referral to the

day centers. Many enter the Youth Aliyah program after attempting to en-

roll in high school but failing to measure up to admission standards.

Nevertheless, they tend to be better motivated to succeed caucationally,

perhaps because their family environmentn are more stable and supportive

of their self advancement. Since the residential and day care settings

differ in the kinds of poplaatione:they'drre, their programs are adjuisted

accordingly, as tollews:

1. While the socially disadvantaged child referred to the day center

continues to live within the locus of deprivation; the child

referred to the residential setting is offered the opportunity

14
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to disconave hip etpotkre to deprIxatiunel environments

and relationships in the &AP, thus facilitating significant

redevelopment.

2. The day center emphasizes immediate satisfaction of the disad.,

vantaged adolescent's concrete needs, which frees him at an

early age from undesired academic activities and offers instead

an it prograa in prevocational training. Children referred

fo the residential Letting, on the other hand, are oriented mainly

towa:le achy e.- and much is done to keep them back

from adal;-type of o..c.!patioaal concerns prematurely.

3. A. best of nN.eveloAcent x.chivities are featured in the residen-

tial center 0: vast a;...0 not in the day center. These include

creative arts, J.:uup proz..tets, and glided. and : :on rolled social

activities, all cfmLich arc calculatea to lave a compensatory

impact on 74andice.pped

rrsturbed Residential Crla

In terms of the inttial condition of theSr disturbance the disturbed

residential group does not differ from the treatment gym, except that

their intellectual functleniAg is iu ,t:e normal ranee. Referral to spec.

ial care inetitutions is msinly dui t o severe emotional and behavioral

factors rather than retarded scholiast:lc development. The greatest pro.

portion of these children tome from child care institutions, yo:ti;:h vil-

legea ant :tibbu7lzim ,Jaete wutemyts to halp them euvicard improved social

adjustment had bean futile. The major programmatic difference between

the residential setting for the dib.%urbed and the treatment group lies

in the fact that whereas the latter is treated in a close and intimate
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relationship with a nclmel peer group, the residential disturbed group

lives separately in ita own
social, climate.

A comparison graup of non-Youth Aliyah subjects consisted of brothers

of a random sample of Youth Aliyah graduates included in the present study.

Selected were only those who vary by 4 years, plus or mime, from their

Youth Aliyah graduate brothersp'thus ensuring the comparibility of the

target and sibling samples in terms of countries of origin, average age,

dates of immigrntion home environments, socio-economic status, and famil-

ial life styles. Little is known about the personal histories and scholas-

tic records of the non-Youth Aliyah population, but it is probably a lower

risk group than its siblings since parents were more likely to refer to

Youth Aliyah those children who experienced conflict and stress within

the family.

Accordingly= it is possible to hypothesize an ordering from low to

high risk populations in the present study, as follows:

1. The non-Youth Aliyah sibling population for whom there was no

declared need for any special intervention.

2. The general or mjority Youth Aliyah population, a relatively

normal group of children exposed to the regular Youth Aliyah

progran.

3. The day center population, which bad previously attended regular

schools but were scholastically too weak to qualify for admission

into an academic high school program.

4. The residential center population, a socially disadvantaged group

exposed to a compensatory group care and educational program.

5. The treatment group, severely disturbed and poorly developed in

their cognitive functioning. 1.6
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6 . The disturbed residential group, no less disturbed but con-

fined to a therapeutic environment within a behaviorally

deviant snbculture,

kaulation Samples

Table 2 shows 4312 subjects included in the original sample, with

all but 538 having participated in the Youth Aliyah Program. The second

column presents the number of subjects within the subttoups-For whonrany

kind of ark( information is available. Only about half of all the grad-

uates could be located in the army files because the various identifica-

tion systems were not efficient enough to track down all the names, es-

pecially since many had either Habraized their names or (in the case of

females) had changed them through marriage.

Table 2
Poyulation Samples and Sub-Samples

Total

Population Original Army Percent Original

Sample Sample with Army Sample
Data

*Youth Aliyah 2,051 1,037 50.6 1,362

Respondents

-'ouch Aliyah 477 228 48.2 286

Non-Respondents

Youth Aliyah 853 488 52.5 617

Random

Non-Youth Aliyah 538 215 40.0 320

Treatment Group 62 34 54.8 47
.....

Residential Center 121 61 50.4 89

Day Center 169 84 49.7 317

Disturbed Residential 41 20 48.8 32

Total 4,312 2,127 49.3 2,865

Mal

Arm.
Sample

Percent
with Army
Data

997 73.2

217 75.9

427 69.2

205 64.0

33 70.0

57 64.0

81 69.0

19 59.4

2,035 70.9

* Excluding graduates from special programs.
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Analys:.s ermy *eta. ere restricted to a sub-sample of Youth

Aliyah subjacts tvi'o (1) rove army reeoes (2) have male siblings also

with army records but with no previous memberehip in Youth Aliyah, and

(3) are no more than fatr years older or younger than their siblings.

In instances where more than one sibling in a family met these qualifi-

cations he was included in the non-Youth Aliyah group.

After an initial irupection of the army data, it was decided to

drop the fauele graduates from the present study. The reasrns were simple:

First, only a limited number of females Join the army, unlike the males

who are subject to reae-totra conscription. Secondly, of those females

who had been in the ermy, =ay were su4ese.luantly married c.nd did not re-

veal their maiden nu nee in fellor.up vesticsnaire, tans making it

difficult to t. ace them Ja any files. Amoas 'whe wale eraduates however,

fully 70% had arm, records tle.t enu:La be used. in the present investigation.

Criterioryeria!?ise and iesr P.eaults

The data collecT,ed for the present stuly were detived from a batters'

of tests and interviews administered by tLe 9.TO, to all inductees over a

period extending from about a yea. prier to zucir joining the armed forces

until some months aftar indaction. Mary graduates underwent early parts

of the examination when they were still in the Youth Aliyah program, but

others had already left Youth Aliyah snd ser'eed being examined while living

at home. Criterion measures incluAed .;:eaa:4 Gi general intelligence, lan-

guage development, psvello-aocial a64puatier to army life, and attained

military rank. The follewing Lecticns df:scribe theae measures and the

results they yielded.

11114116ESS

The level of general intelligence nf the prospective soldier in the

Is
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Israeli Army is meslurol by a two-part group measure. The first part is

an Otis type verbal test and the secon& part is a non-verbal test based

on Raven's Progressive Natrices. The composite score is then expressed

in stanine scores ranging frau 1 (low) to 9 (high)with a mean of 5 and a

standard deviation or' 2. Table 3 shows the score distributions, means,

and standard distributions or the target and comparison groups on the arnr

intelligence tests. All the means fall within less than one-half standard

deviation of the population average. The exceptionally large Standard

Deviation for the representative Youth Aliyah sib-group (2.55) may be

due to the fact that there were not enough special facilities to accomo-

date extremes of the tested intelligence range, thus preserving much of

the group's initial. beterogens.ity.

Table 3
Israel Defense Force Retruits by Stiwroub and Level 2LInteLlifisMbmwammlww~M41111Mmb.Remits 441. MII.30 AM

grommawlIrdaINI0111=1*~WeaweaIa...wwwww=wwwweamer. t412;12.1:

Subgroup High (7-9) Average (5-6)

=1110111004IPINIMPIA

Low (1-4) Mean S.D.

Youth Aliyah 17% 53% 30% 5.12 2.55

Non-Youth Aliyah 17% 40% 43% 4.8o 1.72

Treatment Group 24% 44% 32% 5.27 1.52

Day Center 7% 3!.% 5696 4.09 1.53

Residential Center 2% 59% 39% 4.44 1.38

Disturbed Residential I$ 44% 45% 4.72 1.53

N

83

92

34

70

59

18
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The aewy enteiJigente test data point to Youth Alliah's apparent

success in b-ingeng eaticational4 reardel adolescents into the normal

range of intellectual functioning despite their backgrounds as tonigrants

team some of the most severeey depressed regions of the Middle East. Al..

though there was greater likelihood that higher risk chitedrell in a famaY

would. be sent off to Youth Aliyah by their parents, the test results show

the'; compared favorably with their von-Youth Aliyah siblings by the time

they graduated and elaesred to l army, There is no staListioai difference

between the tee greupe. even with the Youth eliyah graduates being lesa

represented (by 137.4 ee the loeee eua of Lhe performance scale. Farticue

larly noteworthy is the perfomanee of the :2eatment Group consisting

of children wLe ei%exed tLe program practically illiterate, with

severe retards:eion symptoms ae in4i:seed. on meaeuree of ce6aition and

suffering from serious boexal adjnsfeuent problems (Peuerscein and

Krasilowsky, l96r. Thole :Jean c.lare of 5.27 places them somewhat above

the national norm, which underscwee 'he posziellity of helpivz adoles-

cents overcome marked learning deficits, given a suitable intervention

program and setting.

The distIlrbed residential group's yeeformance at about the national

norm level is not 3urpeisini, since coeldren brought nto this program

were average in tested intelligence era school achievement, e6en though

they presentea sezieus belereic4a1 and emotional problems requiring spec -

ial treatment. Next to the lowest in ran!: is the residential center group

which entered Youth Ali yah from the most disadvantaged socio-cultural en-

vironments and with rte poorest in`oelligence test scores. The mean differ-

ence between this group aed Youth Aliyah normals i3 significantly at the
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.01 level (t = 2.69), indLcativu; that earlier deficits had not been

wiped out in Youth Aliyah. However, even lower performance (albeit

not statistically significant) on army tests was demonstrated by the

day canter group, which confirms earlier impressions by Wolins, Feuer.

stein, et al ( ) that although the children living at home show a

higher level of educational achievement at the time they enter the day

care program, the total group care evm the other groups may eliminate

these initial differences.

In essence, then, most of the Youth Aliyah groups performed within

the normal ranze of tested intelligence by the time they were inducted

into the armed forces. The nature and amount of programmatic investment

in these children varied widely and may have had a differential impact

on them, particularly (.4.1 those with psycho-social and educational Nandi.

caps. Specifically, it may acconnz for the superior performance of the

treatment group over the residential center group; (t = 2.67, significant

at the .01 level) and for the relativc37 disappointing scores made by

children who received only partial care in day care centers as compared

to those benefitting from total care in kibbutzim and youth villages.

Language Development

Knowledge of Hebrew serves as one of the important classification

criteria in the Israeli army (Amir, 1967). It is highly related to the

rank a soldier achieves in service and is also considered to be a good

indicator of educational achievement. The variable itself is measured

by a test consisting of about 50% vocabulary and 50% reading, writing,

and comprehension. The score is again reported in stanines and the mean for

the general population being tested for army service is around 7. It is

on this variable that the remedial services of Youth Aliyah can be assessed.

21
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Table if

Israel Defence Force Recruits by Subgroups and Knowledge of Hebrew

BlEirouP 13151"Kirerage low keen

..--CL22--.....046) S14)

* Kibbutz Born 96 '3% 1%

* Others 72% . 17% 11%

Youth Aliyah 89% 0% 3%

Non-Youth Aliyah 69% 15% 14

Treatment Group 76% 20% G%

Day Center 54% 20% 20%

Residential Center 684 284 4%

Disturbed Residential 61% 1.7% 22%

7.87

6.96

.........400....../M

7.80 1.25 76

6.85 2.04 95

7.00 1.31 34

6.30 1.83 76

6.83 1.23 60

6444 1.57 18

POPMMMIffid=11.=IMIMPIONMP

* Information on these groups 13 taken fromAmir's iwAper ( ) with the

mean estimated,

As indicated in Table 4, the normal. Youth Aliyah group exceeds the

national norm by almosi; a half stanine (mean = 7.80) :chile the non-Youth

Aliyah siblings scores. at about the average (mean ta 6,85). Fully 89% of

the Youth Aliyah group attained scores cf 7 or higher while among the sib..

Zings only 69% earned this score. The t value is 3.55, significant at

the .003. level. The Youth Aliyah group ha& somewhat more years of school-

ing (45% of Youth Aliyah subjects had high cchool or more against 36% of

their siblings), which shows the influence of Youth Aliyah in enabling

and/or stimulating its wards towards ethane:lug themselves educationalW,

Their scores come close to kibbutz born youth who are generally consid-

ered among the highest achievers in the army.

As in the case of tested intelligence, language scores show

22



nearnormal performance or better by most groups. The treatment group,

mostly illitel ate when ertzenq tIto program is at the average level

(Mean = 7.00) as is the residential center group (Mean 6.83), while

the day center children aGain rank lowest (Mean is 6.30). Some of the

mean differences may relate to the varied length and intensity of the

program. The normal Yeah Aliyah group stays longest while the treatment

group program is the most intensive. Thus, the difference between Youth

Aliyah and all other groups is significant at the .001 level, while the

treatment group and residential center groups score significautly better,

at the .05 level, than .ahe dae center group. If one takes into account

also the initial disadvantage of bhsse groups in intensive care, the gain

in achievement is even more dramatic.

Tziun Derekh

Personality variables arc measured by a test called Ttiun Derekh

which consists of two parts: the first half is a highly structured ques-

tionnaire with items probing for attitudes towards th army, friends,

order, discipline, and independence, tale purpose being to predict adapta-

tion to life in the army. Tne other half of the score is supplied by a

less structured interview on various dimensions of temperament and belief

systems.

Table 5

SubFroup Scores on Tzium Derekh

SubSroup Mean S.D.

Youth Aliyah

Non..Youth Aliyah

Treatment Group

Residential Center

Day Center

Disturbed Residential

25.48

23.33

24.71

22.62

22.00

24.25

3.86

4.30

4.60

4.00

3.o6

3.03

N

25

39

24

50

33



Analysis of mean stores on Ttlun Dewrekvi in Table 5 alma that the

Youth Aliyah children ierformed si:;nificantly better than all other

populations. The non-Youth Aliyah and the treatment group scored

significantly higher than the residential and day center groups but

not higher than the disturbed residential groups. The results are

roughly consistent with outcomes on intellective variables presented

eavlier.

Kabah

Perhaps the befit predinor of success in the army (r = .5) is the

Ka.11.

bah measure, representing combred.welighted scores in tests of intelli-
~10.11

gents, language development, and edvtational achievement. Here, the Youth

Aliyah population scovid signVicantly higher than all other groups, ex-

cept the treatment group. Tnt; l&.teri, in tarn, pezformed significantly

better than the residential, day center, and disturbed residential samples

which were fairly comparp:ble to each other in their rabah scores (See

Table 6).

Subgroup

Table 6

JaLrasB.222ra.pn the Kebab

Youth Aliyah

Non-Youth Aliyah

Treatment Group

Residential Center

Day Center

Disturbed Residential

Mean B.D.

49.ou 2.98

47.66
41. intJ

48.35 2.95

46.87 1.87

46.2i 2.70

46.56 2.27

76

95

314

50

75

18

24
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The abovomentloned vaiables were measured near or at the point of

induction Into the arty. However, performance in the course of army

perexce Is reflected in the highest rank attained before being metered

out after three years. T& 1e 7 show the quantified scores denoting

rean highest ranks of the target sulwoups, including only those who com-

pleted regular army service. Although the normal Youth Aliyah population

seemed to pet form bee in the aziry none of the sub-group differences

were statistically significant, possibly due to the small numbers who

could be included in this analysis by virtue of their baring completed

arsv service.

'Table 7

kotnined Ranks of tLe Target Sutgroups

Su1_2szstuL....azi

Youth Aliyah

Non-Youth Aliyah

Treatment Group

Residential Center

Day Center

Disturbed Residential

12.8

12.4

12.2

11.8

11.9

11.5

8.1).

2.07

1.14

1,05

.97

1.07

.71

N

32

42

43

18

Table 8 summarizes bhp arir se:vice records of Youth Aliyah graduates

in comparison with their non»Yonth Mirth siblings. They are distributed

by percentages across all possible categories of army service. No differ-

ences are apparent in any of the categories.
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Tab Lc 8

Am. Service Records of Youth Allah vs. Non -Youth Aliyah Groups

.........NIMMIMMIIIM.140MMIMIOMMOMMOMPEMOMPROPIIson.fto

Early Separation

1it'gular Service

Still Serving

Rnserve Only

YouLh Aliyah NonafouaA.A._

9$10

44.2%

764%

3900%

MIPR=0.0M....1

7.2%

45.2$

11.7%

36.4%

Attainment of a particulat rank in the army is highly dependent on

personal attributes such as reflected in individual ini4iative and pro-

pensity for leadership. 'She data presented on such measures saggest

that the influence of the Youth Aliyah framgavork may extend to these

aspects of human development. Divreover, the results cast doubt on often

voiced claims that group care discourages personal initiative, in contrast

to a family environment which is assumed to pince far more emphasis on the

individual, his interest ass, capacities, and achlevements. While the

target population's success in nay -style group living may be linked 10m*

directly to the group care experience, the socializing effect of Youth

Aliyah seams to have been accomplishel without hampering the graduate's

readiness to enter into competitive relationships such as those required

in order to earn leadership roles in the angy.

Conclast:.ons

This paper represents a first attempt to measure the impact of the

Youth Aliyah program on its wards soon after graduation. The criterion

measures consisted of performance records obtained from army files,
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including scores cn army Inhelligence tests, language development, per-

sonal attributes, and leadership potential. Both t13 representative

Youth Aliyah groups ax-.1 those havinz been in special programs for chil-

dren regarded as high-risk on the basis of mental handicap and socio-

cultural disadvantage were comparea with eacn other and with non-Youth

Altyah siblings close in age. Results showed that the Youth .414ah

graduates tended to perform as well as their lower-risk siblings, thus

attesting to the compensatory benefits of the group care programs. Et-

pecially notes ortby yaw the performance of the treatment group which

entered the program as a high-riek population and emerged ready to com-

pete in army life on an equal footing with the more typical inductees.

The fact that most Youth Aliyth graduates approached national norms on

the army measures reflects the przgram's efficiency in bringing a degree

of homogeneity into an otherwise highw heterogeneous population.

The near-comparability of the various target sub-groups by the

time they have reached env age, despite sharp differences prior co their

entering Youth Aliyah, may be partially accounted for by normal processes

of growth and socialization. Mitch mf the critical adolescent period of

their lives had been completed between ac dssion to Youth Aliyah and the

onset of argy service, th-ts providing ample time for a number of develop-

mental factors to help close initial psy0osocial gaps. What could have

occurred was a regression todard the mean oy high-risk groups, while

those who entered adolescence functioning at a near-normal level sus«

tained their fairly flat trajectory thmaghout. Nevertheless, it is

Impossible to gainsay the cempensatory. value off' Youth Altyahls interven-

tion progrsms in comparison to the natural growth processes. Rather
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than being a perioa of ncraal cprzective development, adolescence

has traditionally been regarded by behavioral scientists as a time of

hardening resistance to such change, even in the face of social engin-

eering and more personal forms or treatment. Therefore, whatever salus

teiry signs of growth, were reflected in the army measures could, be as-

cribed primarily to the graduatest earlier experience in Youth Alirah:

provided that experience was in some form of total care. This is es-

pecially true of high risk children particiDating in the treatment group.

The results analyzed in this paper were designed to answer some

questions concerning the effectiviness of Youth Allyah programs in gen.

eral and especially in terms of the diZferential effects of various

programs. Many of the graduates constituting the target group continue

to be subjects for further fellow.np studies into adult stages of their

development. Results of the periodic investigations will be the subject

of future reports.
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